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Answer the questions. 

1. Which one-syllable word has three vowels? What sound do they  
 make?   _______________________

2. Which word has two /s/ sounds, both made by the letter c? _______________________

3. In the word plentiful, is the first vowel sound long, short, or neither?  _______________________

4. In the word gratitude, is the first vowel sound long, short, or neither?  _______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. a long journey, especially by sea  _______________________

6. appreciative   _______________________

7. tradition; something passed down through generations _______________________

8. a feast, especially a very elaborate and/or ceremonial one  _______________________

Fill in the missing letters to complete the spelling word.

9.  b __ __ n t __ __ u l  hint: plentiful; having an abundance

10.  c a s __ __ __ __ l e  hint: a food made and served in one dish

11.  p r __ __ p __ r __ __ s hint: successful; flourishing

12.  c r __ n __ __ __ r __ __ s hint: small, tart, reddish fruits

gourd
celebration
voyage
gratitude
cranberries
dessert
plentiful

bountiful
prosperous
centerpiece
generous
casserole
recipe
cinnamon

  delicious
  heritage
  banquet
  thankful
  maize
  biscuit

Spelling Words Basic Words

harvest
onion
guest

cornucopia
sumptuous

Challenge Words
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Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  This year’s mashed potatoes are the most _______________________ Tyrone has ever tasted.

14.  Like many spices, imitation _______________________ is significantly less expensive than the 
  real thing.

15.  Jensen selected the softest, flakiest, most golden _______________________ in the entire batch.

16.  “_______________________ ” is a classification that includes all sorts of hard-skinned fruits.

17.  Briella drizzled a _______________________ amount of gravy over her turkey.

18.  “Are we having pie and ice cream for _______________________?” asked Gregory.

19.  Thanksgiving is a _______________________ focused on gratitude, generosity, and a bountiful 
  harvest.

20.  Mrs. Konrad modified the _______________________ to accommodate her vegetarian guests.

Answer the questions. 

21.  Which basic word has the /y/ sound?    ________________________

22.  What vowel sound is in the word guest?   ________________________

23.  Which basic word makes a schwa sound using the letter e?   ________________________

24.  What two long vowel sounds are in the word cornucopia?   ________________________

25.  How many different vowel sounds are in the word sumptuous?   ________________________
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recipe
generous
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dessert 
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maize; /ā/

centerpiece

short

short

voyage

thankful

heritage

banquet

  o  u        i   f

       s  e   r  o

    o  s     e    o  u

    a     b  e   r     i   e
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onion

/ĕ/

harvest

/ō/ and /ē/

three

delicious

cinnamon

biscuit

Gourd

generous

dessert

celebration

recipe
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gourd
celebration

biscuit
cinnamon

recipe
generous

delicious
dessert 


